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Critical speeding-up in  
magneto-electric spin-ice 

-> Control (of Dynamics) by electric and magnetic fields 

Spir
al  

mag
net 
Mn
WO4  Introduction – Critical Dynamics of Complex Matter 

  (e.g. slowing down of magnetoelectric fluctuations in MnWO4) 

 Spin-Ice Dy2Ti2O7  

 magneto-electric response of magnetoelectric monopoles 

 Dynamics near critical end-point 
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Motivation from “real life”: 

If it’s getting critical,  
Critical 
fluctuations 
near 
complex 
order:  
slowing down          
or        
speeding up?      

slow down, 
or 

speed up ! 
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Intro - SFBs Physical motivation/outline Competing interaction  
of correlated  

microscopic degrees of freedom 

3+ 

+ - 

complex

physical

properties
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Orbitals

Charges

in transition metal oxides:  
-> partially filled d-shells ! 

ferroelasticity 
ferromagnetism 

ferroelectricity 

[Spaldin&Fiebig, Science 15, 5733 (2005)] 

Magneto- 
electrics 

 “slow” due to correlation … ? 

Complex (Quantum) Materials 

Complex order phenomena 

(Critical) Dynamics ? 

[D. Khomskii, Physics 2, 20 (2009)] 

E.g. Magneto-electrics e.g.  
Dy2Ti2O7 
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Critical Dynamics: What to expect ? 

Fluctuations  
near  
(continuous) 
phase  
transition: 

T 

- Tc 

Interaction  
vs 

temperature 

Maybe frustration ->  lowering Tc    

Temperature  ->  kBTc    

-> Increase of  
    correlation    
    length 
 
Divergence at Tc  
->  
long range order 
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Critical Dynamics: What to expect ? 

Fluctuations  
near  
(continuous) 
phase  
transition 

T 

- Tc 

-> Increase of  
    correlation    
    length 
 
Divergence at Tc  
->  
long range order 

-> Increase of  
    correlation    
    time 
 
Divergence at Tc  
->  
Static order 
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Critical Dynamics: What to expect ? 

Description via critical exponents:                      (Landau mean field) 
 
     correlation length                                             nx  =  1/2       

 

     susceptibility            =  2nx  = 1 

 

     correlation time        nxz = 1 
 (relaxation time) 
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Correlation function:  
(e.g. spin orientation) 

(same for G(t) …) 

[Details: Hohenberg and Halperin, Rev. Mod. Phys. 49, 435 (1977)] 
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Critical Dynamics: What to expect ? 

Softmode (“Lyddane-Sachs-Teller”): 
   permittivity diverges at e.g. continuous FE phase transition  
   -> polar phonon mode gets slow 

>  w0
2 ~ 1/De w0

2 1/De 

Spectroscopic approach: 

Spectral weight    𝑆 ~
𝑛𝑒2

𝑚
~ 𝜎′𝑑𝜔

∞

0  𝜀′′𝜔𝑑𝜔
∞

0
~∆𝜀 𝜔0

2 ~ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.  

Dielectric strength    ∆𝜀 ~
𝑛𝑒2
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Tf/q 

Frustration parameter:  f = q / Tf 

Normalized inverse susceptibility: 

-> complex  
    magnetism 
-> spin-ice 
-> … 

Additional impact: Frustration 

AF AF 

AF 
? 

Accentuation of small energy scales … 

 low lying excitations, degenerate ground states, fluctuations  
 often sensitive to only small perturbation 

e.g.  

“not all competing 
interactions can be 

satisfied” 
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--------- 

Frustration parameter:  f = q / Tf 

Additional impact:  Quantum fluctuations 

-> Quantum Phase Transition 
-> other control  parameter … 
-> altered dynamics … 

Suppression of the 
energy scale for the 

correlated state:  

Tc -> 0:  kBTc < ℏ/x 

Classical limit:  kBTc » ℏ/x  -> Temperature drives fluctuations 

Fermi 

liquid 

q 

T 

order 



LF/RF/MW/THz/… 
 
 

(1 GHz ~ 4 meV)  

from 20 mK to 400 K 
in magnetic fields up to 14 T 

from mHz to 100 THz 

* AC and DC fields:  
-> non-linear response (P(E), higher harmonics) 
-> magnetic stimulus (Resonant: ESR, high-field ESR,  *

mag,AC @ GHz) 
(-> light and field induced transitions: “pump-probe” )  

mHz             … continuous broadband …       1 THz 

(Quasi-)Static 
thermodynamic  

properties 

Higher energy  
spectroscopy 

THz 

Experimental  

Dynamics of  
Correlated Matter 

Broadband spectroscopy 
in electric and magnetic fields* to investigate  

To investigate “Dynamics of Complex Order” 

“Complexity” <-> Controllability of order <-> Slow dynamics <-> low T 

from 30 mK to 400 K, 
Magnetic fields up to 14 T 

… measurement of 
complex scattering 
parameters S11 & S21 
-> complex sample 
impedance Zx.  

Network-analyzers 
(9 kHz -26 GHz) 

characteristic line  
impedance 50 

Sample prepared as capacitor 
(or inductor) in transmission 

configuration 

E.g. microwave 
spectroscopy using 
micro-strip setup 
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A “usual” scenario: e.g.: magnetoelectric multiferroic MnWO4 

- “THz”:  
Electro-magnon excitation in multiferroic phase 

Critical slowing-down on entering the spiral, multiferroic phase 

Dynamics near the MF phase transition: 

Softening of a electro-magnon mode (with 
small spectral weight due to weak magneto-
electric coupling 

[PRL 114, 037204  (2015)] 

Characteristic minimum 

in e‘(T) at TN2 

-> critical damping 

Known from proper ferroelectrics 
with over-damped soft-mode 
(but much smaller response !!!) Dispersive loss  

already above TN2 

-> critical slowing down 

Ca2Sr-Propionate 

Blinc, Zeks: Soft modes in ferroelectrics 

and antiferroelectrics, North-Holland, 

1974 



 Critical slowing down on approaching TN2 from above 
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- Experimental frequency w meets  
  inverse “lifetime” of fluctuations  
  

- Correlation time  increases/diverges 
-> (overdamped) mode gets soft 
     w0

2/1 ~ 1/De  (LST-relation) 
 

->   nxz ≈ 1.3 

T/TN2 

 -> Softening electro-magnon Theory:  

Ginzburg-Landau exp. 

3D-Ising magnetic order-parameter 

->   nxz = 1.272 
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step in e’(w), peak in e’’ ’(w) <-> w1 

[H. Schenk, AG Nattermann] 

Softening of a electro-magnon 
mode (with small spectral weight due 
to weak magneto-electric coupling) 



 Magnetic field driven critical slowing down 

[Arkenbout et al.,  

PRB 74,  184431 (‘06)] 

Hc ≈ 7.3 T 

nxzH ≈ 1.3 

 -> Magnetic field  
driven  

soft mode ! 

[PRL 114, 037204  (2015), D. Niermann, C.P. Grams, P. Becker, L. Bohatý, H. Schenck, J. Hemberger] 



Dy2Ti2O7 

• Pyrochlore structure:  
Magnetic Dy-ions are located at 
corner sharing tetrahedrons  
 

• Dy3+: 4f9 -> S=5/2, L=5, g=4/3   
-> m=10mB ! 

 
 
 

 
• Effective Ising spins:  

Spins point in the local [111] 
directions due to crystal field. 

 

Pyrochlore lattice 
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--------- 

2D 

3D 

tedrahedra pyrochlore fcc 

triangles kagome triangular lattice 

Triangles … -> Frustration 

1D ("dimensionally frustrated") 

AF AF 

AF 
? 
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--------- 

 

 

Dy2Ti2O7  -  Spin-Ice due to FM-Frustration 

Macroscopically degenerate ground state with local order 
-> well-defined zero-point (residual) entropy -> Ice 

Interactions on a single tetrahedron 
-> Ising behavior along {111} 

1-2 FM 
1-3 AFM 
1-4 FM 
2-3 FM 
2-4 AFM 
3-4 FM 

-> Optimal for 2in/2out on each tetrahedron 
    (energy cost for 3in/1out -> 2.2 K) 
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Spin Ice  <-> Water Ice 

Pauling‘s 
Ice rule: 
 
-> 2in/2out 

Ti            <->  O  
Dy-Spins  <->  H bonds 
In/out     <->  short bond  
           long bond  

Pyrochlore lattices 

H2O Dy2Ti2O7 
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Nature 399, 333 (1999)  

Dy2Ti2O7 

4/2=2 spins per  
(corner sharing)  
tedrahedron 

N tedrahedra  # config. 

-> 22N 

Only 6/16 config. 
allowed 

->  •(6/16)N 

->  22N •(6/16)N = (3/2) N   

->  ΔS = Rln(3/2)  

(total magnetic entropy with  
2 Ising-spins per  system:     
     -> 2Rln(2) 

[Linus Pauling] 

ΔS can be reduced in magnetic field 
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-> Poster: ”Specific Heat and Heat Transport in Spin-Ice Materials“ 

Ke et al., PRL 2007 

Dy2Ti2O7 -> residual entropy ? 

[Pomaranski et al. Nature Phys. 9, 353 (2013)] 

[Simon Scharffe et al. arXiv: 1503.03856 (2015)] 

Dilution of the spin system: 
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[Sakakibara et al. PRL 90, 207205 (2003)] 

3in/1out -  2in/2out  

-> 2.2 K 

Dy2Ti2O7  –  breaking the ice-rule in magnetic field  

->  (1 + 3•1/3) • 10μB = 20μB 
           per 4 Dy 

->  (1 + 1•1/3) • 10μB ≈ 13μB 
         per 4 Dy  

2in/2out  

3in/1out  



M. Saito, R. Higashinaka, Y. Maeno, PRB, 72, 144422 

(2005) 

Magnetic monopoles  

(excitations of the magnetic structure)  

C. Castelnovo, R. Moessner, S. L. Sondhi, Nature, 451, 42 (2008) 

Dy2Ti2O7 spin-ice   

Broken ice-rule  ->  

Always pairs of  
mono- & anti-monopoles 

div E = ρ/ε0 
div B ≠ 0    ?  

Postulated by Dirac … 

Can move without further 
breaking of ice-rule  



Magnetic Monopoles … 

Science 326, 411 (2009) 

nature 451, 42 (2008) 

Spiegel Online 



Dy2Ti2O7 

H || [111] fixes one spin per tetrahedron: 
-> H enhances monopole density 
    (like p in the case of H2O gas) 
-> Kagome Ice state for intermediate fields 
   (disorder restricted to Kagome planes) 
-> Monopole-Anti-monopole order  
    at high fields 
 
 

H. Aoki, T. Sakakibara,K. Matsuhira, Z. Hiroi, JPSJ, 73(10), 2851-2856. (2004) 

M. Saito, R. Higashinaka, Y. Maeno, PRB, 72, 144422 (2005) 

: 3-in 1-out 

: 1-in 3-out 

order 

gas 

-> monopole gas to monopole order 
transition with critical endpoint  

In analogy  
to water … 

H ∥ [111] 



Dipoles on monopoles 

-> Monopole dynamics accessible  
   with magnetic and dielectric spectroscopy ! 
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: 3-in 1-out 

: 1-in 3-out 

H ∥ [111] Magnetic monopoles  
carry  
electric dipoles 
[D.I. Khomskii, Nature Comm., 3, 1 (2012)] 

Spin-orbit coupling: 
 
-> Electric dipole moment 
points to point the one 
different spin in the 3in/1out 
or 1in/3out tedrahedra 
-> magneto-electric coupling 
 

Magnetic monopole order  
<-> 

Anti-ferroelectric order 
 



Electric dipoles on magnetic monopoles 

-> Anomalies at and above transition  
      into monopole order 
But:  frequency dependent ! 
 
         -> dynamics …  

H ∥ [111] 

D.I. Khomskii, Nature Comm., 3, 1 (2012) 

[Aoki et al., JPSJ (2004)] 

Experimental evidence: 

(large offset in ε‘ due to titanium sublattice) 



Magnetic AC-susceptibility  

-> “freezing” below 15K  
   (dispersion, Debye-like relaxation)  
->  stays finite at HF 
-> two contributions: slow and fast, 
    “thermodynamic” and “adiabatic” 

4.5 K 

8.0 K 

14 K 

Bovo, Bramwell, et al., 
Nature com. 4, 1535. (2013) 

𝜏 = 1/2𝜋𝜈𝑝 

-> relaxation time of the slow process 
stays relatively fast down to low temperatures 
(Quantum tunneling ?) 

𝝌𝑨𝑪 



Dy2Ti2O7 

2 K 
Two processes: 
• slow dynamics dominant 

at low fields 
• fast dynamics above 

approx.  1 kHz 
• Only fast 

dynamics are 

visible in 

dielectric 

spectroscopy 

 

Are both processes 

related to magnetic 

monopoles? 

Magnetic field dependence susceptibility of 𝝌𝑨𝑪 at low T 



Dy2Ti2O7 

2 K 

DyYTi2O7 

2 K 

monopoles 

collective spin reorientation 

DyYTi2O7 

0 T 

Dy2Ti2O7 

0 T 

Temperature sweep 

Magnetic field sweeps 

DyYTi2O7: 
 every tetrahedron  
 has only 2 spins  
-> no broken ice-rule 
-> no monopoles 

-> fast process due to monopole hopping ! 

Magnetic field dependence susceptibility of 𝝌𝑨𝑪 at low T 

- larger frequency range needed … 

-> dielectric spectroscopy 

- contribution to ε and s  ? 



Dy2Ti2O7 

2 K 

-> (only) fast dynamics are visible  
   in dielectric spectroscopy !? 

Comparison between  𝝌𝑨𝑪 and ε 

Two processes: 
• slow dynamics dominant 

at low fields 
• fast dynamics above 

approx.  1 kHz 

Are both processes 

related to magnetic 

monopoles? 
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Dy2Ti2O7 

2 K 

-> broadened spectra in 𝝌𝑨𝑪  
    containing slow and  
              fast processes 

Comparison between “high frequency“ 𝝌𝑨𝑪 and ε 

Two processes: 
• slow dynamics dominant 

at low fields 
• fast dynamics above 

approx.  1 kHz 

Are both processes 

related to magnetic 

monopoles? 

-> broadened spectra in ε 

    containing only  
              fast processes 



Monopole contribution to permittivity ->  microscopic origin  

-> spin flip -> magnetic response  
-> change of el. dipole direction -> dielectric response 
(-> fast process due to spin-lattice coupling)  

Δmz ≠ 0 

Hopping of monopoles 
(for H || [111] mainly confined within Kagome plane ):  

(Adjacent monopole/anti-monopole pairs have Δdz=0  
  -> not excitable via electric (microwave) electric field !)  

(Adjacent monopole/anti-monopole pairs have Δdz=0  
  -> not excitable via electric (microwave) electric field !)  



Comparison between  𝝌𝑨𝑪 and ε  ->  microscopic origin 

Collective spin reorientations without breaking of ice-rule (no 
monopoles), e.g.: 

ring-like spin flips with monopole-pair  -> magnetic response  
monopole exchange           -> no dielectric response  

Δmz ≠ 0 

Δdz=0  

Δdz=0  

[111] 



Dielectric response of monopole hopping 

Step in ε‘ and peak in ε‘‘  
define relaxation time  

0.6 K 

𝜀𝐻𝑁 = 𝜀∞ +
Δ𝜀

(1 + (𝑖𝜔𝜏𝐻𝑁)
𝛽)𝛾

 

Spectra can be fitted using a 
Havriliak/Negami function 
(Distribution of Debye-like relaxators): 

𝜈𝑝 =
1

2𝜋 𝜏𝐻𝑁
 sin

𝛽𝜋

2 + 2𝛾

1
𝛽

sin
𝛽𝛾𝜋

2 + 2𝛾

−1
𝛽

 

that yields a peak frequency 𝜈𝑝 of  

𝜏 = 1/2𝜋𝜈𝑝 

(constant loss and constant slope-offset in ε‘ 
due to titanium sublattice like in SrTiO3) 

-> Relaxation time shows    
    magnetic field dependence   
    above critical end-point ! 

[C.P.Grams, M. Valldor, M. Garst, J.H., Nature Commun. 5:4853  (2014)] 



Monopole dynamics in Dy2Ti2O7 

->    𝜈𝑝= 1/2𝜋𝜏   

recaptures  features of  
“monopole condensation”  
-> slowing down outside    
crossover lines  

[C.P.Grams, M. Valldor, M. Garst, J.H., Nature Commun. 5:4853  (2014)] 

-> Critical speeding up above critical end-point !!! 

-Increased hopping 
rate ? 
- Magnetic piston 
effect ?  

(sign-change of 
dynamical critical 
exponent) 



Relaxation time 

Expected behavior:  

2np = 1/𝜏  ~  (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐) 

-> can only be seen at low 
and high magnetic fields 

1
2𝜋 𝜈 = 𝜏 = 𝑎 /(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐) 

[Sachdev/Keimer, PhysicsToday 2011] 
(quantum-)critical slowing down 

Relaxation strength: 

-> sign-change of dynamical critical  
    exponent at crossover lines: 
    -> negative z ! 

-> decrease with 
temperature due 
to reduction of 
monopole density 

-> increase above 
due to clustering/ 
spatial fluctuations  

𝚫𝜺 ~ np2 

𝜏 =
γ
𝜔0
2 

Change in due 

Deng et al. PRL, 98(23), 30602.  (2007) 

Prediction for negative dynamical critical  
exponent in a slightly tilted [111] magnetic field 
in Dy2Ti2O7:  -> Kasteleyn transition 

Moessner & Sondhi PRB, 68(6), 064411. (2003) 

… qualitatively  reproduced   
    by Monte-Carlo Simulations 
[J. Attig, M. Garst, S. Trebst] 
[Takatsu et al. , JPSJ 82, 073707 (2013)] 

Why?  
- coherent monopole movement ? 
-> reduction of damping 
    reduction of 𝜏 



Castelnovo, Moessner, Sondhi, Nature, 451, 42 (2008) 

Again:  Analogy to supercritical fluids 

Fluid: 
-> pressure 
-> compressibility 

Spin-Ice: 
-> magnetic field 
-> susceptibility 

-> “piston effect” 
   (like second sound) 

? 
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Summary:  Critical Dynamics of Complex Order 

Dynamics near the MF phase transition: 

[Nature Commun. 5:4853  (2014)] 

- Spin-Ice Dy2Ti2O7 
Magnetoelectric coupling of  
magnetic monopoles to electric dipoles 
Critical speeding-up above the critical end-point 
of monopole condensation 

e.g. Ho2Ti2O7, Yb2Ti2O7, Pr2Zr2O7 … 

Monopoles in  
Quantum Spin-Ice 

What else ? (Outlook) 


